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Michigan
Natural History

A Spring Activity Packet for Fourth Grade

W.chiganders are fortunate to live Zn a state with a
diversity of natural communities ao a vaiiety of wildlife.

The past history, present condition, and ;future use of this
land comprise important topics of study for your students.
After all, as tomorrow's adults they'll determine Michigan's
future!

0 The concepts incorporated into "Michigan Natural
History" were chosen after surveying fourth grade curric-
ulums across the country. Most of the activities in this

packet are highly interdisciplinary and will enhance math,
language arts, and social studies as well as science.

This introduction to Michigan's history can be thought
of as a trip through a time machine! Whizzing through the
last five billion years, your students will trace the devel-
opment of life through the major geologic eras. Stopping
at the Dahlem Center for a field trip, they will explore
some of Michigan's natural commdnities, plants, and animals.

Back in the classroom your students will peer into the fdture
through land use activities.

"Michigan Natural History" is designed to motivate your
students to become informed about their environment ahi
responsible for its future. In addition to learning facts
about the environment, your students will express their
feelings and opinions and develop the skills needed to com-
municate with others and solve problems.

Just hop in that time machine and turn the page!

4
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Goals and Objectives

Program Goal

Fourth graders will become aware of the 'natural history

of Michigan.

Program Objectives

Students will:

- demonstrate their knowledge of Michigan's prehistory by

sequencing changes that occurred over geologic time.

-understand extinction by
ed species.

- understand how glaciers
land formations.

researching currently endanger-

shaped the land by identifying

- demonstrate their knowledge of natural communities by

identifying and comparing them.

-understand interdependence in nature by explaining
relationships between producers, consumers, and

decomposers.

- clarify their values about the environment by ext4essing

and discussing them.

- recognize the value of an environmentally knowledgeable

and active citizenry by participating in land simulations.

-recognize human dependency on the natural environment

by comparing the,producers, consumers, and decomposers

in the natural and human environments.



Pre Trip Activities

The following information and activity ideas will help

you prepare your students for their field,trip by introduc-

ing four important topics.

1. Michigan Prehistory
It's difficult to appreciate Michigan today without

studying its past. No one knows, however, exactly what hap-

pened during prehistoric time. A variety of theories to
e::plain life on earth 4ave been suggested -.- Darwin's theory

of evolution, the Genesis account of creation, and native
American explanations of life.

Your class might want to study several of these as

well as other theories.

This packet prdsents evolution, one of the theories
developed from the fossil record and emphasized by most

science curriculums. Fossils remains or

y ...,%.7,,,.....,..ri .- traces of ancient plants and .animals) pro -

°f

)1 .".4.4 think that the world's oldest fossils are
..z over three billion years old. That may

-"-444 vide clues to early life: Some scientists

m have been when life began. From studies

'.---'.1

of rock formations and the solar system,
some scientists think that the world is

,..,...i....4#,.:;;...tai,
between 4-5 billion years old.

Since fossils became abundant about six hundred

years ago, scientists have a cleaier idea about life on

earth from that point on. They've divided the time of life

into four different eras. The first (Precambrian Era) in-

cludes 88% of time. The remaining eras -- the second (Pale-

ozoic), third (Mesozoic), and fourth (CenozOic) make up the

remaining 12%.

Below are two activities designed to introduce your

students co the major changes of geologic time. It's much

more important to emphasize the progression of key events

than the dates.
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Looking Back

Introduce student handout 1 to your students. After

they read and discuss it, challenge them to complete handout

2. You may want to help them with billions and millions and

the vocabulary definitions on pages 6 and 7.

A Time Line

A time line is a way of recording key historical events.

By measuring and marking distances representative of certain

lengths of time, different events can be recorded in per-

spective. On a strip of paper short enough to fit along one

wall of your classroom, your students can record the historic

events which occurred since the beginning of life on earth!

To see how,' refer to student handout 3. If this activity is

too difficult for some of your students, you could ask them

to team up with those more skilled in math._ Or, have advanced

students make a time line to share with the claps. (See

answer sheet.)

40

Want to Keep,Going?

'Make plaster casts of "fossils".

'Hunt for fossils in gravel driveway9, limestone, and

sandstone.

'Make cardboard, paper-machg, pipe cleaner, or clay

models of prehistoric plants and animals and display

them in dioramas depicting prehistoric scenes.

2., Changing Populations
In learning about the major eras of life on earth, your

students are likely to wonder why some animals aren't around

any more and why others are. It's all population dynamics!

A population is a group of plants or animals of the same kind

that live in the same area interacting with each other and

with the environment. Populations increase, decrease, or

stabilize depending on these interactions. When a change

-4- S
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occurs in the environment, some individuals may adapt to

it ani survive However, if not enough members survive to

reprocuce and maintain a viable population, the entire
species will become extinct.

Dinosaurs provide a good example. It is thought that

they livedon the earth successfully for about 140,000,000
years until something caused their population to decrease.

Many theories have been postulated to explain why: disease,

unsuccessful competition with evolving mammals, or a sudden
change in the environment causing a food shortage. Because

the species couldn't successfully adapt to the change, dino-

saurs disappeared from the earth.

Approximately 95% of all. animals that ever lived on the

earth are no longer in existence. During the Ice Age in
North America, an average of three bird and mammal species
died out every 100 years. In sharp contrast to this natural

rate, over 500 plant and animal species have become extinct

since_the Pilgrims arrived. This averages more then 140

species every 100 years. Today biologists Claim we are
losing one species a day!

Finding Jut About Endangered Animals

The drastic increase in the extinction rate is due to

human interference. The futures of many endangered species

are under current debate. Your students can find out more
about endangered species by:

'Writing your state fish and game conservation, depart-

ment to find out about endangered species in your

area. (NOTE: The address of the Wildlife Division

of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources is:
Box 30028, Lansing, Michigan, 48909.)

'Writing the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Depart-
ment of the Interior, Washington, D.C., 20240) for a

list of federally protected endangered species.

'Writing the Government Printing Office (Washington,
D.C., 20401) for a copy of the publication "Endan-
gered Means There is Still Time." Cost is $2.50.

'Writing the National Wildlife Federation (1412 16th

Street NW, Washington, D.C., 20036) for free fact

sheets on endangered animals.

'Inviting a guest speaker from the local chapter of
Grenpeace to speak to the class about the

-5-



,international organization's efforts to save
marine animals.

'Finding out about animals in the news by collecting
newspaper and magazine clippings about animals whose
populations are dwindling.

3. Glaciers
Many scientists think that much of North America was

covered by thick masses of moving ice during the fourth

(Cenozoic) era. The advance and retreat of these glaciers

sculpted Michigan's present landscape. Most of the hills,

lakes, boulders, swamps, ,and valleys in the state were left

by the last glacier. The glaciers, huge ice blankets up to

a mile thick, slowly scraped across the land, incorporating

till (boulders, rocks and dirt) along 'the way. Michigan's

soil was carkied to Ohio-and Indiana while Canada's rocks

were left in Michigan! Boulders that were deposited miles

from their original source are called ertatics.

When the climate warmed again, the ice melted -- some-

times slowly and sometimes quickly. Long ridges of rockand
dirt piled up when the glaciers "stood still", i.e., the front

edge melted at the same rate the new ice pushed forward.
These ridges are called moraines.

Kettle hole lakes were formed when broken ice chunks

became surrounded by rock and dirt carried by the melting

water. After an ice chunk melted, a hole remained. Today

these holes are large lakes, small ponds, and shallow marshes.

9

Ice Capades

You and your class can create your very own glaciers!

Each pair of students should fill an eight ounce milk carton

with water, sand, and gravel and freeze it. The resulting

ice blocks represent the glaciers that incorporated rocks

and earth during their southward movement into Michigan.

Simulate the warming climate and the sculpting of Michigan's

land surface by placing
the blocks in a sand
box and watching them
melt. Are depressions
and kettle hole lakes
formed? During their

., .0 1,

field trip your class

i

-6-



will see a real kettle hole lake!

4..Michigan Today
Today a large number of plants and animals live in a

variety of natural areas in Michigan. Deer, fox, squirrels,
raccoons, turtles, and other anim9.4 make their homes in
fields, forests, and ponds. Eac animal's tlome is in an

area whe4e it can find what b eds to live.

Wild animals have these basic needs: food; water,

shelter, a food storage area, and an area for eliminating

bodily waste. A squirrel's home area, then, should incJude

nut trees, a water source, a
nest, and areas where it can
store nuts and eliminate its

wastes. This home area is
called the squirrel's habitat.
It is where the animal sat-
isfies all of its needs for
survival and reproduction.

Which is bigger -- a
fox's habitat or a mouse's
habitat? A squirrel's hab-
itat or a deer's habitat?

Many animals have similar needs. Because squirrels,

chipmunks, and woodpeckers all need trees in their habi-
tats, these animals may live in the same forest. A com-

munity is an area where a set of conditions meets the needs

of many animals. The habitats of plants and animals may
overlap to form a community.

What communities can you think of? Which plants and
animals live in the stream? forest? pond? lawn? marsh?

Some animals live in more than one community -- a deer

grazes in the field but hides in the forest. Every com-

munity operates with three types of organisms -- producers

which make food, consumers which eat plants and animals,

and decomposers which decay organic matter.

If left undisturbed, communities will constantly change.

in an orderly progression called succession. Eventually a

climax stage of vegetation which is able to reproduce and

maintain itself will be reached. Weeds overtake gardens and

unmowed lawns; ponds fill in; lichens, moss, and ferns help

break rocks into soil.
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Exploring the World Around You

The best way to really understand habitats, communities,
and succession is to go outside and observe. By taking a

.
careful look at the ecology of the schooly.ard,' your students

will be well-prepared for their field trip.

If your students are unaccustomed-to learning outdoors,
however, they may need a structured task on which to focus.

Use the following checklist to create thelactivity that best

suits your class. A structured option may involve groups of

students, each with a timekeeper and a recorderj exploring

for,10 minutes outdoors and then°returninTto the classroom.

A less structured approach may encourage the students to

L discover on their ownband 'share their discoveries_ outdoors

where the evidence is more readily observable.

'Wha,t animals do you think live, around your school?

'Find a producer and evidence of a consumer. Where

are the decomposers?

'Define the boundaries of the communities.

many plants and animals live'in each?

'Define the boundaries of one animal's habitat.

'Find evidence that one animal lives in more than

one community.

'What indicates change within a community?

Can a sidewalk crack be a habitat?
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Vocabulary
As a result of the pre-trip activities your students

should have become familiar with the following words and
definitions.

AMPHIBIAN - a vertebrate with soft skin which hatches from
a jelly-like egg and spends the first part of its life
in the water as a tadpole (e.g., frog, toad, and sala-
mander)

COAL AGE - 70 million years during the Paleozoic Era (the
second era) when fossil fuels were formed

COMMUNITY - an.area where a set of conditions meets the needs
of many animals

CONSUMER - an animal which,, consumes plants or animals to
obtain energy

DECOMPOSER -*a living .plant or animal which helps to de-
compose or break down dead plants or animals

ENDANGERED - a species in danger of becoming extinct

ERA - one of-four major.time periods in earth's history

ERRATIC - a large boulder deposited by a retreating glacier

EVOLUTION 7 one theory based on the fossil record that
explains existing life on earth as a result of changes
occurring over long periods of time

E'd:TINCT - a species that no longer exists

FOSSIL - evidence of prehistoric life

FOSSIL FUELS - non-renewable energy sources such as coal.
oil, and natural gas

GLACIER - a huge ice sheet that advanced and retreated
across the land

HABITAT - the area where an animal satisfies all of its
life needs for survival and reproduction

ICE AGE - the last two million years of the Cenozoic Era
(the fourth era) when glaciers covered the northern
continents

INVERTEBRATE - an animal without a backbone or internal
skeleton

KETTLE HOLE - depression formed from an ice chunk which
broke away from the glacier and melted

MAMMAL - a vertebrate which is born alive, has hair,
and feeds its young milk

-9- 13



MORAINE - ridges of rock and dirt piled up as a glacier

melted

POPULATION - a group of animals or plants of the same kind

that live in the same area and interact with each other

and the environment .

PRODUCER - a green plant that makes food

REPTILE - a vertebrate with dry scaley skin whichllatches
from a leathery egg (e.g., snake, turtle,' lizard)

SUCCESSION - natural orderly change of communities over time

TILL - gravel, sand, and rocks deposited by a retreating

glacier

UNICELLULAR - single-celled

VERTREBRATE - an animal with a backbone and internal skeleton

If you'd like to involve your students' parents in

"Michigan Natural History" send home a copy of the parent
letter included in this packet.

14
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Name

Looking Back

Fo44.i.e4 are remains of ancient plants and animals.

By studying fossils, scientists have formed different

theories about life on earth. Some scientists believe that
r.

life began three billion years ago and has been changing

ever since. They call this process evotwaon. They have

divided the major events of life into four periods called

eha4.

The Precambrian Era or "dawn of life", probably began

4,600,000,000 (between four and five billion) years ago.

Sometime during the first era, life is thought to have begun

in the sea. Unice-au/eat plants and animals were the first

organisms to appear on earth.

The Paleozoic Era or "time of

ancient life", began about 600,000400

(six hundred million) years ago.

Ocean-dwelling invettebnate4 came into

existence. Then fish, the first

veAtebtata, evolved. The later part

of this second era is known as the Coat Age. During the coal

Age huge ferns and trees grew in large swamps. When these

plants died and fell into the swamps, they did not completely

decompose and instead became coal, oil, and natural gas.

These 044-ii &Lea supply most of our current energy needs.

The fact that oil is being drilled in Michigan today means

thatthe land was once a Coal Age Swamp. What other places

in the world also used to be Coal Age Swamps?

The Mesozoic Era or "time of middlc, life" began

230,000,000 (230 million) years ago. F. 4ering plants, in-

sects, birds, and a variety of iteptLea shared the. eaLth.

Because of the dinosaurs this third era was nicknamed th-

Age o4 ReptLee4.

Student Handout 1
Michigan Prehistory

Looking Back

15



The Cenozoic Era or "time of recent life", began around

70,000,000 (70 million) years ago and includes today. Birds

and flowering plants increased in number and variety during

this fourth era. But vast numbers of

manimatz gave'it the name the Age of

Mammals. Humans probably first appeared

c1 earth 3,000,000 (three million) years

ago. Soon afterwards the Ice Age began.

At least four different times during

the last 2,000,000 (two million) years

Michigan was covered by gtacim. The

last ice sheet melted from Michigan

about 10,000 (ten thousand) years ago

leaving piles of rocks and holes across the state. Mastodons,

mammoths, musk ox, giant beavers, large moose, and early

Indians lived in our state then.

modern

ancient

Era Life in the Sea Life on Land

4 - Cenozoic humans

3 - Mesozoic
mammals
birds
reptiles

2 - Paleozoic
amphibians
fish
invertebrates

amphibians

1 - Precambrian unicellular animals

The First Appearance of Animals

Student Handout 1 continued



A Crossword Puzzle

fa I I Li 1111

131 11
/0

11'

/3

1
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Student Handout 2
Michigan Prehistory

Looking Back

Name

Across

1. The first form of life was
or single-celled.

2. animals without backbones

3. remains or traces of ancient
plants and animals

4. Dinosaurs were plentiful
during the Age of

5. 1,000,000,000 = one

6. Coal, oil, and gas are
fossil

7. 1,000 = one

Down

8. Huge ferns and primitive
trees grew in large swamps
during the Age.

9. The four major periods of
geologic time.

10. Continental glaciers were
on earth during the
Age.

11. an animal with a backbone

12. 1,000,000 =, one

13. thick masses of moving ice

18
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Name

A Time Line

Time lines are used to record historical events in the order in which

they occurred. You can make a time line to record the major events of the

past 4.6 billion years!

1. Look at a metric ruler. How long is one meter? a centimeter?

N,

2. Fill in the blanks: lm = cm lcm = mm

3. Figure out the scale below. If lcm = 10,000,000 (10 million) years,

how many years does lm equal? How many years does lmm equal?

How long will your tape have to be to record 4,600,000,000 (4.6 billion)

years?

a millimeter?

4. Cut your tape. On one end draw a line and label it "now".

5. Using what you know about meters, centimeters, and millimeters,

measure off and record the events listed below.

ERA EVENT

ESTIMATED
YEARS AGO

DISTANCE
FROM "NOW"

1 1.

1

first marine plant 3 billion m
,

12.

(algae)
first unicellular
marine animal

1 billion m

2 . 3. oldest trilobite 600 million cm

4. first vertebrate 500 million cm

(fish)

5. first land plant 440 million cm

6. first amphibian 400 mi'.lion cm

7. Coal Age began 345 million cm

8. first reptile 300 million cm_
3 9. first dinosaur 225 million cm

10. first bird 160 million cm

11. first mammal 160 million cm

12. dinosaurs become
extinct

70 million cm

_
--

4 13. first primate 70 million cm

14. first fossil record
of cattle, goats
and sheep

10 million A. cm

15. first human 3 million mm

16. Ice Age 1 million mm

Student Handout 3
Michigan Prehistory

A Time Line
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Dear Parents,

Our class will be taking a field trip to the Dahlem
Environmental Education Center for a program entitled
Michigan Natural History. We've been preparing for the
trip by studying prehistoric animals and plants and how
glaciers shaped our land. At the Center we'll explore the

plants and animals of today. When we return to school we'll

learn about land use decisions in our community.

This is a good opportunity for you to share With and

learn from your fourth grader. S/he may return from our
field trip eager to explore your backyard. Why not try

one of the following activities?

1. Visit the Prehistoric Life and Michigan Wildlife
displays at the Exhibit Museum at the University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Call 313-764-0478 to
find out about week-end hours and visiting fees.

2. Explore your yard, a park, or a vacant lot to
discover the different plafits and animals that
live in each.

3.. Talk to different neighbors about why they moved
to your community and what they like about living
in it.

4. Go to the library and research the history of your

community. Can you find books with pictures taken
50 or 100 years ago?

5. Collect newspaper articles about current events
affecting your community's development.

Thanks for your support!

Sincerely,

Fourth Grade Teacher
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Field Trip

Your adventure at the Dahlem Environmental Education

Center will begin with an indoor interpretation of the

last three billion years! Your students will appreciate

their pre-trip preparation as they skim through time

identifying plants and animals that existed during the

four major eras. Upon reaching the present, they will

prepare to explore the natural come nities at the Dahlem

Environmental Education Center.

A guide will then lead your
trails through the forest, field,
kettle hole pond. Your students w

and hypothesize about the history
several additional communitie .

oup along the Center's
arsh, and around a
11 collect information
nd the future of

After an activity emphasizing the interdependence

of all organisms on this planet, your class will be ready

for the challenges of the post-trip activities back at

school.



Post -Trip Activities

The information and experiences in the pre-trip and

field trip portions of "Michigan Natural History" have led

your students to a new understanding of our land. The

following post-trip activities add a new dimension -- the

human component. Each activity is important in helping

your students apply field trip concepts to their lives.

1. Looking at Our Values
Not a day goes by that we are not called upon to make

decisions. Our decisions vary in difficulty -- some are

easy to make; others are not. Some are more important than

others. Some affect a few people; others affect many. All

of our decisions are made from the basis of our personal

values.

As educators, it is important for us to develop students'

decision-making skills by providing them with opportunities

to examine their values and beliefs. Such activities must

be done carefully, however. Every participant needs to be

considerate and respectful of others. Everyone has a right

to his/her own opinions. All responses are acceptable.

A result of this valuing activity, your students should

realize that an issue can have more than two sides and more

than one good solution. They may even rethink their own

values!

Four Viewpoints

This activity will give your students a chance to'con-

sider several environmental issues, communicate their opin-

ions, and listen to different points of view. make

four signs (STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, STRONGLY DISAGREE, and

DISAGREE) and post each on one of the four walls in your

classroom. Then, ask your students to stand in the middle

of the room, listen to a statement, and move to the wall

that best represents their opinion.

Stress that there are no wrong responses and encourage

students not to be afraid to stand alone. Not every stydent

may choose to participate or discuss his/her opinion. Each

may exercise the right to "pass". As you read the following
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statements choose several which elicit a wide variety of re-

sponses. After the students in each group discuss their

reasons for making this choice, take time to listen to a

summary of each viewpoint.

'Dead trees in the woods should be cut down for fitewood.

People should ride their bikes more and drive their cars

less.

'Our community should have more parks.

'People should be'willing to pay more for cars that pollute

less.

I wish I had a green concrete yard so I wouldn't have to

mow the grass.

'During the winter, people should wear sweaters and turn
down the heat.

'Unless they are useful to us, endangered animals should not

be protected.

'Land owners'should have the right to develop land any way

they wish.

'Wildlife habitats should be protected from human destruction.

AGREE1.-

2. Land Use Decisions
4 Now that your students hove had practice thinking about

different issues, forming opinions about them, and listening

to other points of view, they're ready to think about land-

related problems and explore ways to take action on a local

level.

23
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The first three activities in this section will give
your students practice in working together to solve land
use problems. The culminating activity shows how citizens

make community land use decisions. For maxinftim learning
it's recommended that students participate in all four
activities in sequence.

If at any point you think that your students would
benefit from additional practice working together, try some
of the activities in Environmental Education Activities
Manual, Green Box, Project Learning Tree, and Values

CrinlicaTrOT. (See the reference saon at the end of
this packet.)

Six Trees

To help your class explore the need for long-term
planning read them the following scenario:

We have onty 4ix 6utty gAown ttee4 on owe tand. We need

gAewood and ate ttying to decide whetheA to cut att the

thee4 ion wood next Wintek.

Challenge students to decide what is the best action

to take. They may wish to consider:

'shade in the summer

need for firewood

animal shelter

When each group has reached a decision, ask one repre-
sentative to explain its proposal to the class. During the
discussion, emphasize the differences between short-term
and long-term results of any one action, and the vast array

of possible alternatives.*

Summary: Many alternatives must be wejegbed for good
Se a.

long-term planning.

*Modi6ied tom ong Range-ShoAt Range", Activity 47 oti PAO ect

LeaAnil Thee 0 Supp.1ementahy Guide OA Gta a 6

and punta- peAnt.04.ton 6Aom the ettcan FoteaTITTELtute,

Inc.



Land Plan

To investigate the need for cooperative planning, divide

your class into groups of six and distribute two 81/2" x 11"

sheets °C11
nlined paper to each student. Each page represents

one acre, about the size of a football field. Ask each group

to place their papers on the floor in such a way that each

group makes a 3 x 4 acre 'map'.

Each group should work together
to draw some basic features on their,

map -- a lake, road, forest, etc.
Next, each person should pick up
two adjoining pieces of paper and
work individually to develop the
pages any way s/he wants. No
fair paying attention to a
neighbor's work!

rr
forest

When everyone is finished,
ask the groups to reassemble their full size maps in the origi-

°nal order. How did they turn out? Could land use patterns be

improved if group members worked together to plan? Ask each

group to do the activity again, this time cooperating to accom-

modate as many peoples' original ideas as possible.*

Summary: When people work together, better community

planning results.

**Aged inom "Land Phan ", Gneen Box Cwaicutwn 1(i .t, 1975, and

pamted mxth peArniAzion WWI-Maar& County 06670. oi Education,

901 Myntee Ave., Eureka, Catipitnia 95501.

Corner Creativity .

The best way to teach-people how to do something is to

let them do it! In this activity, students will make "land

use" decisions by redesigning a corner of the classroom. By

working together on their "own space", your students will

practice the skills land planners use and prepare themselves

for wise decision-making in the future.

Choose a corner of the classroom for redevelopment.
Before you invite new land use plans, be sure to state the
restrictions -- for example, "This reading corner must have

10 chairs in.a circle and be conducive to reading."

Then ask groups of students to submit a plan for
the "improvement" of the corner. They can rearrange furni-

ture; liven up the place with carpets, posters, pets, and

plants; redecorate; oc bring in some garage sale specials!
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Post the different drawings and designs around the room.
After the submitters of each have verbally explained their
plans, ask-glass members to tell why 4 certain plan pleases

them. Over a period of time arrange the corner according
to as many of the students' plans as possible.

Summary: Citizens have the power to change their en-

vironment for the better,

Going to Council

Now your students arp ready to develop and evaluate,
community land use plans. If there's a piece o2 vacant
property near your school, prepare,for this activity by
investigating and making a map of it;

If there isn't a readily accessible piece of property,
study the map on handout 4. Explain
that this land is currently unoccu-
pied and up for sale. Because the'
land contains several communities
similar to the ones your class
explored during their field trip,
your students are already familiar
with some of the plants and animals
that live on the site.

Guide your studdnts through the following steps below:

5 min. 'Generate a list of possible uses of the land --
shopping mall, housing development, nature
sanctuary, etc.

'Consider the short and long-term consequences
of each. Then divide students into groups of
4-6 and have each group select one land use to
further investigate.

10 min.

20 min. 'Invite one student from each group to serve on a
County Land Use Council. While the groups develop
three minute presentations (including visual dis-
plays) for presentation to the County Land Use
Council, the Land Use Council should get organized.
In order to select the best plan, the Council
should study handout 5 and draft additional
criteria upon which they will make tneir decision.
They may wish to consider cost, environmental
effects, jobs created, revenue generated, and
organizations opposed to and in favor of the

proposed projects.
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5 min., 'Allow questions, group discussion, and rebuttal.

5 min. 'After they've had a chance to discuss each proposal,
ask the Council to announce their decision to the

class!

Next your class of experts can tackle investigating how

land use decisions are actually made in your community! Call

some real Council members and ask them to speak.to your class.

Submary: Community leaders have the responsibility of

considering all the plans presented to them and fairly choosing

the best. Citizens have the opportunity to make proposals

and voice their opinions.

3. Human Ecology
Your students now understand the roles of the producers,

consumers, and decomposers in different natural communities.

They also know that an animal's habitat is the area in which-

it meets its'needs of life.

We humans also live in places where our needs can be met.

Our homes provide warmth and protection. Accessible nearby are

stores, gas stations, theatres, and parks.

The parallel between our world and the natural world

quickly ends when we look for the producers and the decomposers.

The producers we eat are not found in our community -- they

grow in the corn fields of Iowa, the banana groves of Costa

Rica, and the agricultural valleys of California.- Nor are our .

waste products decomposed in our community or their nutrients

recycled. Instead, our garbage is trucked away to landfills

where it is buried in clay cells 'each day.

It is important to think of ourselves as a part of this

larger picture and compare our lives to those of_wild creatures.

After all, we all share the same planet and are governed by

the same principles!

Food Cycles

After a quick review of the concept of producers, consumers,

and decomposers, ask your class to name a single' producer they

consumed recently. Then trace all the steps involved in getting

this entree to your dinner plate. Here's an example with a

carrot.



ti

Sink
ref-iyrator fuck warthoua.

pd

"fortitil.ivj
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When you've finally completed the producer's history
and haye listed all of its requirements of life (sun, air,

water, and soil) begin to trace its future! Where will it

go after it leaves your plate?

I(

urret kyoul. .0.'" Intestrtt.- 0,./AL LID agt .saA stykeis

laxvifiLL clecowtrosui
cam rtaivif3

rivex-

cforaci -Q6-- Wear wasiewai- irextruAtt,

tandfiil or VIAIVIC.44 Plejc

As they gaze at their completed cycle, ask your students

if their community could exist without the rest.of the world!

We aren't independent at all -- we are very dependent upon
a very large area of the earth.

Want to Keep Going?

'Highlight every step of the food cycle that took

energy. How does a store-bought carrot compare
to a home-grown carrot?

'Research a non-food item such as blue jeans or
baseball bats to discover its roots and future.
Does this have any affect in international
politics?

'Find out about products that are produced in your

community. Where do they go? Where did the raw
materials come from?

'Take one typicll school lunch and determine the
sources of eacn ingredient. Where does your food

come from?

28
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Phew, you made it! You and your 4tudent4 have completed a 4tudy

oi the past, pu4ent, and 6utulte of Michigan'4 land. VOU4 4tudent4

have built upon a background of pAehi4toxy .to examine the poputation4

and communitie4 that eulmenttv inhabit out Land. Then they exptoud

g tothe benet4 of Land woe ptanning and did 4ome them4eZve4.

You have helped youit 4tudent4 gain knowledge and .improve their

abititie4 to examine theik own vatue4, get along with other, and

4otve ptobtem4. Fox ate of thi4 you and you& 4tudent4 dueue a pat

on the back. Good job, Teach!

29
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TALLY SHEET

This chart will help you rate the land use proposals. Read this page while your classmates plan

their proposals. With the other members of the Council, agree on additional factors to write on the

chart. Then write your ideas in the blank spaces.

As you listen to each proposal, rate it according to the factors on the chart. For example, if

you think that a proposal would create many jobs, cost a lot, earna little, create positive environmental

''fects, and benefit many, you'd write 3,3,1,3,3. (See the example column.) After hearins all of the

proposals, total each column. The highest total will suggest which proposal is best. Discuss your re-

suits with the entire Council, to determine the best one.

Remember -- as a Council member it is your responsibility to rate each proposal as fairly as

possible and to choose the one which will benefit the most people. Good luck!

Proposals

ex. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

m
# k

o
4J
0
m
N

.

A. How many JOBS will be created? a few
1

some
2

many
3 3

B. How much will it COST? a little
1

medium
2

a lot
3

C. How much will it EARN? a little
1

medium
2

a lot
3

D. What kind of ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS will it have?

negative
1

neutral
2

positive
3

E. How many people will it
BENEFIT?

a few
1

some
2

many
3

F.
.

G.

H.

TOTALS
13

Student Handout 5
Land Use Decisions

Going to Council
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Answer Key

A Crossword Puzzle
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Student Handout 2
Michigan Prehistory

Looking Back
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A Time Line

Time lines are used to record historical events in the order in which

they occurred. You can make a time line to record the major events of the

past 4.6 billion years!

1. Look at a metric ruler. How long is one meter? a centimeter?

a millimeter?

2. Fill in the blanks: lm = /00cm lcm = /0 mm

3. Figure out the scale below.
how many years does lm equal? / billion

How long will your tape have to be to
years? 4,6,,p1

4. Cut your tape. On one end draw a line and label it "now".

5. Using what you know about meters, centimeters, and millimeters,

measure off and record the events listed below.

If lcm = 10,000,000 (10 million) years,
How many years does 1mm equal? /mill i on

record 4,600,000,000 (4.6 billion)

ERA EVENT

ESTIMATED
YEARS AGO

DISTANCE
FROM "NOW"

1 1. first marine plant 3 billion .3 m

(algae)

2. first unicellular
marine animal

1 billion 1 m

L

2 3. oldest trilobite 600 million 6 0 cm

4. first vertebrate 500 million SO cm
(fish)

5. first land plant 440 million "H cm

16. first amphibian 400 million cm40
7. Coal Age began 345 million 34,5" cm

8. first reptile 300 million 30 Cm

3 9. 'first dinosaur 225 million 0707.6. cm

10. first bird 160 million , /6 cm

11. first mammal 160 million /4, cm

12. dinosaur's become
extinct

70 million n cm

.--..

4 13. first primate 70 million V cm
14. first fossil record

of cattle, goats
and sheep

'10 million i. cm

15. first human 3 million 3' mm

16. Ice Age 1 million 1 mm '

Student Handout 3
Michigan Prehistory

A Time Line
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At REMC...

The Jackson County Intermediate School District's
Regional Educational Media Center has the following:

Hooks:

'Dinosaurs and Other First Animals
SE 3019, science shelf 2

8 readers, 1 cassette, 1 program guide, and 2 worksheet

masters

My Visit to the Dinosaurs, Aliki. New York: Thomas Y.

Crowell, 1969.
SE 3622, science shelf 22

Filmstrips:

"Glaciers and the Ice Age"
KT 0494, science shelf 6
4 filmstrips and 4 cassettes:

"Reconstructing the Ice Age
its Valley," and "Some Side

Models:

"Investigating a Glacier,"
," "How a Glacier Shapes
Effects of the Ice Age."

"Earth History
SE 451.1, science shelf 19
4 cassettes, 1 teacher's guide, a plastic chart of the

eras, and some fossil replicas.
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Motion Pictures:

"The Beginning 'and Development of Life"

"Coal - The Rock That Burns"

"Digging Up the Past"

%Dinosaurs - The Age of the Terrible Lizard"

"Dinosaurs: The Terrible Lizards"

"Ecology of a Forest"

"Ecosystems - Inter-relationships"

"Extinction - A Lesson from the Past"

"The Great Lakes - How They Weie Formed"

"Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs"

"How We Know About the Ice Age"

"4 Million Years of Man"

"Our Changing Earth"

"Rocks that Reveal the Past"

"Secrets of the Ice - Glaciology"

"Succession - From Sand Dune to Forest"

"Time, Lines and Events"

Pictures:

"Learning About Dinosaurs"
SP24.1, science shelf 27

AND ELSEWHERE...

MP 99

MP 2378

MP 303

AP, 304,

MP 2613

MP 344

MP 811

MP 394

MP 532

MP 2525

MP 7p

MP 1082

MP 2460

MP 1976

MP 1990

MP 472

MP 1564

The Exhibit Museum at The University of Michigan d
extensive collections of pre-historic and modern life.
dinosaur-related educational materials are available at
museum's gift shop. The museum's phone number is (313)
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a

MICHIGAN NATURAL HISTORY

Fourth Grade Spring Trip

Formal Objectives

Collect, organize, and analyze information about several

natural communities.

Correctly sequence successive natural communities.

Identify land formations caused by natural geologic change.

Identify the producers, consumers; and decomposers in human

and natural environments.

Informal Objectives

Understand the history of the land.

Understand how the natural world works.

Compare major communities at the Center.

Appreciate their world a little more.

Indoor Portion

Welcome the group. Introduce yourself, the other guides, and

the Dahlem Center.

"Today we are going to look at the plants and animals that live

in southern Michigan today, and the types of critters that have lived

'here in the past. Michigan has changed through the ages, and we still

don't know everything about our history. In fact, since no one was

here to watch those changes, all of these ideas are theories--best

guesses--about what happened. There are a variety of theories, some

very different from the ideas we will talk about today."

Explain .that we think the world
is 4-5 billion years old. Life
probably started in the ocean as
single-celled plants, and later
animals, but since these creatures
left no fossils, we don't really
know. A fossil is evidence of
prehistoric life: bones, tracks,
leaves, teeth, molds, casts, etc.

The earliest known fossils
show blue-green algae.fabout
2.5 billion years ago. (Point
to the blue side of the first

Z° board and indicate that
Michigan was a warm salty ocean
for most of the time).

.0.114
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Abundant fossils are found, beginning 600 million years
ago. (Explain some of the organisms,(and put up the aquatic
invertebrate sheet): .

trilobites -- hard-shelled, joint-legged ancient relatives
of the lobster, 3 body parts (tri-)

caphalopods -- ancient relative of the octopus and squid
with a long, shelled tail and grasping tenacles

corals and sponges -- some similar to today's variety;
our Petoskey stone is a coral named Hegagonaria

sea lilies -- feathery animals on long stalks related
to theZda-anekitine and starfish

Skipping up to 300 million, (and adding the next picture
to the board), we've entered the Coal Age. The climate was
hot, muggy, and damp. Many of the plants and animals never
completed decomposed, and after they died, were buried in mud
and Squeezed together, forming coal, oil, and natural gas --
fossil fuels. So the gasoline that got them here might have.
been:

4

Giant Horsetails.-- a 50' relative of.:our 1-2' horsetail,
scouring rush,!'or snakegrass

Huge ferns and mosses

CockroachOs as big as. your hand

Dragonflies with an 18" wingspan
-

Amphibians -- the first vertebrate to leave the water,
and the beginning of land inhabitants.

200 million - 70 million was the Age of the Reptiles,
which the group will know as the Dinosaurs Era. There is no
evidence of dinosaursdn'Michigan because the glaciers scraped
that layer of rock away. It is not known if dinosaurs were
even here. Consequently, our boards do not illustrate this

period of time.

The climate became considerably cooler about 1 million
years ago as the Ice Age came. The weight of continuous snow
in northern Canada piling up turned some of the snow to ice,
and eventually formed the,, continental glacier. Ice up to one

mile thick covered Michigan four different times. (Bring the*
large styrafoam ice sheet over the left side of the board.) The

glacier scraped off the existing soil, leaving it in piles in
Ohio and elsewhere, and left boulders, sand, and gravel in
particular places across Micl ".gan. Around the Dahlem Center
(pick up the screen covering cue retreating glacier), our hills

are piles %.*f glacial till 4unsorted sand and gravel), and the

40
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low spots from ice blocks and melting water. Our pond was
formed when water carried till around an ice block, and
depositing it in a ring around the block. When the ice melted
the remaining depression was later filled with water, creating
a pond.

Even the Great Lakes reached their present capacity as
a result of the glaciers. The ice sheets moved down pre-
existing river valleys Ithe path of least resistance), opening
large basins that eventually filled in with water.

A few animals ,followed the retreating glacier and moved
back into Michigan. These animals were adapted to cold climates
and ate the sparse vegetation (fir and spruce trees, etc.):

Scott's moose

Mammoth

Mastedon (smaller than Wooly mammoth)

Musk Ox

Giant Beaver (stood 5 feet tall and ate aquatic plants)

Paleo Indians (humans ate large game, hunted with spears)

(Take down this board, leaving the modern Dahlem Scene
visible.) Hand out several native animals and ask the kids
to place them in their appropriate homes on the board.

Point out that each animal lives in a different "habitat"
(as seen by their choice of homes). Each habitat contains all
the water, food, shelter, air, and space that an animal needs

to live. When aminals meet these needs in the same area with
a grouping of plants, a "community" can be defined. This board
shows the forest, the pond, and the field communities. Some
habitats Are within a community (squirrel), and some extend over
several (fox).

Communities age and change over time. Remember the glaciers?
Many plants have grown and died over 10,000 years to give us
what we know now. SUCCESSION is the pattern of community change.
What is the human habitat? Is it changing over the years? What
will it be like in 200 years?

Suggested Trail

Through Arboretum and into oak woods to the left, across
boardwalk and over to the old pond. Return to the entrance of

. the boardwalk and then continue on the other half of the loop
around the woods.
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Activities

The main objective is to have the kids explore several
communities and make their own assumptions and comparisons by the
end of the program. With that in mind, the first section of the
walk should open up their eyes to each` community, and to under-
standing hoi it all fits together.

In the Oak Woods -- Discuss producers and consumers, ex-
plaining energy and nutrient flow. Then what? Point out decompo-
sers and their critical role,in a community. It's good to compare
a very rotten log with the recently toppled oak tree on the path
(July 1980 storm).

In the Marsh -- More producers, consumers and decomposers.
Some are repeated from the forest (raccoon, deer) and some are
very different (redwing blackbird, cattail, oak tree, squirrel).
That's because an animals habitat may be large enough to include
several communities, or it may be confined to one community.

On the Hill -- Briefly list producers, consumers, and decom-
posers for tie field, and remember the glaciers as you gaze
across the fields. As they melted back, the glaciers left
immense piles of rock and dirt, as well as ice blocks (our pond).
Tell your group they can now see most of the Dahlem Center, and
are already acquainted with much of the property. Point out
the boundaries of the property and hint that they will have an
activity at school involving land use decisions.

At the Pond -- From the Observation Deck, overlook the pond
and ask the group it if's getting bigger or smaller over time.
Point to the original size and explain the succession of small,

land-locked ponds.

Comparing Communities -- Climb back up the hill, and toward
the boardwalk telling the students they are going to be analyzing
three communities, similar to ones they've already seen. Divide
the group in thirds, and distribute to each.a thermometer, clip-
board, pencil, and data sheet. Leave one group in the field, one
in the "thicket" and hike one into the "forest". Give them about
5 minutes to collect the data and make observations, then regroup
the class at the first site, asking the field people to give the
rest of the class a tour. Accept their boundary, but when the
thicket people describe their boundary, challenge it. We can't
have some land in two communities, or space that is in neither.
Leave it as a question until the forest people are done. Use
their observations and boundaries to clinch the concept of

succession. Continuous change makes for fluctuating boundaries.

King Snoid -- On the return trip, stumble across King
Snoid's declaration and ask the group what they think about it.
Encourage them to take two minutes to find an example of inter-
dependence..See Sunship Earth, pp. 105-108.
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On the Bridge -- Take a few minutes to rest and listen to
the sounds in the woods. Ask your group, "Of all the animals.
that live here, which would you most like to turn into?" See
"Aliases" and."Whispers" in Acclimitizing.

In the Arboretum-- Congratulations! Your group now has
a quick but complete understanding*of communities on the natural
world. Tell them that babk at school they'll investigate the
community they live in.

Ask them to pretend that the city has a peice of property
with the same communities (pond, marsh, field, thicket, forest,
etc.) as the Dahlem Center. And, because of their expertise on
communities and land use, thu city council wants them to decide
on the best use of that parcel of land. Explain that after their
return to school, they'll be given a map and will work in small
groups to make their recommendations. Encourage students to take
one last look at the Dahlem Center on their return to the parking
lot!



Comparing
Communities

A COMMUNITY is a
group of plants
and animals that
live, together in
an area where
their needs of
life are best met.

.1. This community is called a

2. Name three producers that you see growing.

3. Find evidence of three consumers that live here or may use
this area. Who are they?

4. Are there any decomposers in this community? What role do
you think they serve?

5. Physical Features:

What is the air temperature?

How light is it? (circle one)

IVery Dark Dark Medium Bright Very Bright

How wet it it? (circle one)

Very Wet Wet Medium Dry Very Dry

6. What evidence of change do you observe?

7. What are the boundaries of your community?

Get ready to give your classmates a tour of your community and to
take a tour of theirs! DAHLF.M ENVIRONMENTAL

EDUCATION CENTER
7117 South Jackson Road
Jackson, Michigan 49201
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